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Abstract

Title of Dissertation: Risk Assessment of Navigation in Laotieshan Channel
Degree:

Master of Science

With the rapid development of shipping industry in recent years, the sea freight
service

has become one of the main transportation characterized by its low

transportation cost and feasibility of carrying bulk cargo. As the carrier of goods by
sea, cargo shipping has gradually develops into a large-scale, specialized and rapid
expanding industry; the number of the ship grows every day, as a result, the marine
traffic density increases sharply, which makes the navigation environment more
complex. Especially in some important waterways, due to the dense traffic flow and
complex navigational environment, these channels have become the areas where the
major marine traffic accidents happen frequently.

Laotieshan Channel is not only the throat of Bohai Bay, but also the most important
route for the vessels in and out from major ports of Bohai Bay. Therefore, the vessel
traffic flow is very heavy. Due to the strong wind, high waves, rapid current and
foggy weather in the nearby waters, as well as the prohibited military areas in both
sides, the water available for sailing of the merchant vessels isonly 5.5 nautical
miles in width which contribute Laotieshan Channel getting more and more complex,
congested, and dangerous with high traffic density, complex flow direction and
frequent marine accidents.

This paper analyzes potential risks of current navigation at Laotieshan Channel based
on the information of navigational environment, traffic flow, traffic management and
questionnaire results about Laotieshan Channel.
Key words: Laotieshan Channel, Traffic Flow, Navigation Environment, Survey, Risk,
Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1. Research Background
Laotieshan Channel as the throat to Bohai Sea, is the most important pass that ships
go in and out of main ports in Bohai Bay. As a result, this channel, with large vessel
traffic, is very busy. Since the nearby waters have strong wind, high waves, rapid
currents and thick fog, in addition to the military restricted zones in both sides, the
width of water available for ships is only 5.5 nautical mile (NM), which makes
Laotieshan Channel get more and more congested.

Dense traffic and complicated

water condition as well as frequent marine accidents have made Laotieshan channel
one of the dangerous areas in China’s coasts.

As the Bohai Bay economic integration process is accelerating and the shipping
industry is developing in recent years, the quantity, type and tonnage of vessels have
changed greatly at all ports in Bohai Bay. More and bigger ships are entering these
ports frequently, which make Laotieshan Channel’s traffic density grow larger and
larger. A great deal of VLCC and other ultra large vessels started to go through
Laotieshan Channel. In 2013, over 76,000 vessels passed Laotieshan Channel. 241
VLCCs in total went through this channel, which grew 32.4% compared to the same
period of the previous year. As the over 300,000-ton crude oil piers have been built in
Tianjin and Yingkou, and the 300,000-ton crude oil piers in Dalian Changxingdao port
started operating, Laotieshan Channel’s navigation condition gets more severe,
making safety prospect looks gloomy.
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1.2 Research Goals and Main Contents
The goal of this article is to analyze Laotieshan Channel’s navigation environment,
traffic flow and marine accidents, while considering

various factors that caused

accidents in Laotieshan Channel, and propose solutions to improve traffic
environment for vessels passing through that area, so as to help

enhancing the

channel’s vessel navigation safety.

Main contents of the article include:
(1) Study navigation environmental conditions in Laotieshan Channel, and
analyze their influences on vessel navigation.
(2) Statistical

analysis on vessel traffic accidents in Laotieshan Channel.

(3) Analyzevessel traffic flow Laotieshan Channel.
(4) Build the traffic evaluation indexes, and evaluate the potential navigation
risks in the Channel.
(5) Propose corresponding safety administrative countermeasures.
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Chapter II Analysis of Navigation Environment and Traffic in Laotieshan
Channel

2.1 Analysis of Navigation Environment in Laotieshan Channel
Laotieshan Channel situates between Laotieshan Mountain on the southwest end of
Liaodong Peninsula and North Huangcheng Island at the north end of Miaodao
Islands, as wide as 22.5n miles. Military restricted zones on both sides deducted,
navigable waters width is 5.5 N. M, and water depth is between 39m and 68m, which
is the deepest and widest channel among all the channels at Bohai StraitIt is the best
choice going in and out of Bohai Sea, thus it enjoys the title of the “Throat” of Bohai
Bay. There are lighthouses at the west corner of Laotieshan Mountain and North
Huangcheng Island. Vessels can travel day and night here thanks to them in the past.
Figure 2.1 shows the Laotieshan Channel and the nearby waters on a sea chart.
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Figure 2.1 Laotieshan Channel and Nearby Waters on A Chart

In order to separate the two opposite directions of traffic flow on the eastbound and
westbound sides of Laotieshan Channel, sort out the vessel collision avoiding relation
to reduce vessel collision occurrence. In June 2006, the Laotieshan Ship Routing
System (SRS) and Reporting System were officially implemented. The 5.5 n-mile
wide Laotieshan Channel was divided into two from the middle by a 9 n-mile long
and 1 n-mile wide separation zone, with the westbound vessels travelling at 300°(true
course) and eastbound vessel travelling at 120°. Because of the complicated traffic
flow and being the junction from Tianjin, Qinhuangdao, Jingtang, Jinzhou and
Bayuquan on the east side of Laotieshan Channel, a precautionary area within a radius
of 5n miles centered at (38°34.40′N, 120°51.30′E) at the northwest end of the
separation zone was set up to reduce and avoid vessel traffic accidents in this area.
Vessels travelling from Huanghai Sea into Bohai Bay will navigate in the westward
separation lane while vessels entering Huanghai Sea from Bohai Bay will sail in the
eastward lane. The vessel reporting system issued at the same time has the following
regulations: passenger ships, ships of 300 and above in gross tonnage (GT) (under 300
voluntarily join) have to report to the Dalian Vessel Traffic Service Center (VTS)
4

when passing the reporting line within

the radius of 20n miles from Laotieshan

Mountain Lighthouse (MOT. 2006), as shown in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Laotieshan Channel SRS and Reporting System Diagram

As the Bohai Bay economic integration process accelerates and the shipping industry
develops, more and bigger ships are frequently calling these ports in Bohai Bay.
Vessel traffic density in the Laotieshan Channel is constantly growing, which causes
chaotic marine traffic in this area and increasing rate of accident occurrence.. To
further reinforce Laotieshan Channel’s traffic safety administration, Liaoning
Maritime Safety Administration issued Laotieshan Channel Ship Routing System
Implementation Rules in April 2011, which requires that vessels cannot travel faster
than 16kn in the Channel, and 10kn in the precautionary area so that to reduce the
chances of vessel overtaking others (Liaoning MSA 2011).

Laotieshan Channel’s weather and sea condition can be summarized with four phrases,
“strong wind, high waves, rapid currents, and thick fog”. According to existing
navigation records, Laotieshan Channel is evidently influenced by monsoons. In April
and May each year, south and southwest wind prevails between scale 3~5. When it is
5

under the influence of the low pressure in the north, there will be strong southwest
wind. Between June and August, east and southeast wind prevails but below scale 6.
Cold waves are quite frequent in winters, and also because the Channel is at the north
wind gap, north wind often reaches scale 6~8. Strong waves will occur when there is
north wind stronger than scale 6. Typhoons only affect the area occasionally, but
strong wind centers that go through this area are very rare. Wind in the area once went
up to scale 11 when there is a typhoon. Moreover, the Laotieshan waters are foggy
most time of the year, 44 days in average. There is fog every month, mostly from
March to August, especially in June and July, fog lasts for a long time, sometimes up
to 3~4 days. In addition, water flow at Laotieshan Channel is that the west flow starts
from Dalian Port about 1 hour before the high tide and ends about 1 hour before the
low tide. The east flow starts about 1 hour before the low tide and ends about 1 hour
before the high tide. Flow speed is about 2~3kn, going up to the maximum of 6. 5 kn
(A101,2011,p.74). Therefore, Laotieshan Channel’s weather and sea condition is
complicated and changeable. Sometimes they will bring great threats to vessel
navigation safety, making the channel accident frequent waters, which got it listed as
a area that needs major management by the Ministry of Transport. It is also called the
“Eastern Bermuda” by the domestic navigation circle (Zhang, 2006).

2.2 Laotieshan Channel Traffic Flow Research and Analysis

2.2.1 Track distribution in Laotieshan Channel
After analyz vessel track distribution, one can understand the water’s vessel traffic
flow composition, traffic flow direction and vessel encounters after the routing system
was implemented. Furthermore, we can take scientific and reasonable traffic
management measures for the current state of vessel traffic flow and existing hidden
safety hazards at Laotieshan Channel, so as to improve the water’s vessel navigation
safety efficiency.

The research mainly adopts
6

Maritime Safety Administration of the PRC’s AIS vessel track and traffic flow
analysis software. From the vessel track in the waters east to Bohai Sea in 2013 (see
Figure 2.3), The figure indicate the main routes

vessels are getting in and out of

Bohai Bay currently are Laotieshan Channel and Changshan Channel. Between them,
Laotieshan Channel endures over 70% of the freight volume, mainly gathering the
traffic flow from Laotieshan Channel to Yingkou, Qinhuangdao, Tianjin, Huludao,
Jingtang Port and Chengshanjiao.

Figure 2.3 Vessel Track Diagram in Bohai Sea in 2013

Since the north and south sides of the Laotieshan Channel are both military restricted
zones, the 22.5n miles wide of Laotieshan Channel vessel traffic flow is now
concentrated in the 5.5n miles wide water available for travel. Since the routing
system was implemented, the separation belt takes up 1n mile in the middle, the travel
courses on the two sides are 2.25n miles wide respectively. Because the vessel flow at
west end of Laotieshan Channel’s is relatively complicated, a precautionary area with
a radius of 5n miles on this side was set up, as shown in Figure 2.4. After the SRS was
implemented, vessels in Laotieshan Channel should strictly follow the regulation of
travelling on the right side of the narrow channel.
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Figure 2.4 Laotieshan Channel SRS Diagram

Destination ports of the vessels going in and out of Laotieshan Channel are
Qinhuangdao Port, Tianjin Port, Yingkou Port, Jinzhou Port and Dalian Port, etc.
Vessel traffic flow travelling between ports in the Bohai Bay and Chengshantou is the
main traffic flow in the Channel. Passenger shuttles between Dalian Lvshun New Port
and ports in north Shandong Province, the Yan-Da Rail Ferry in service and the vessel
traffic flow mentioned above basically are vertical to each other. To the busy and only
5.5n-mile wide Laotieshan Channel, the over 200 cargo ships traffic made quite a
dense navigation. Moreover, as the Bohai Bay Economic Zone is accelerating its
development, some newly built and expanded ports are gradually put into operation.
In the coming couple of years, Laotieshan Channel will have even denser navigation.
In addition, due to the large number of fishing, operating and parking fishing boats on
Laotieshan Channel and its approaches, and some fishing boats do not abide by
navigational rules which makes the area’s navigation more complicated. As a result, it
can be seen that Laotieshan Channel’s navigation pressure is getting larger and larger.
There will be more opportunities for vessel encounters, crossing and overtakes. And
the possibility of vessel collision will inevitably increase.
8

2.2.2 Vessel Speed Distribution
After analyze vessel traffic speed distribution, one can understand Laotieshan water’s
vessel overtake situation. A huge vessel speed difference means it will have a higher
possibility of overtakes and encounters, thus the possibility of collision accidents
caused by overtakes is higher. Properly consider enlarging the vessel area size while
determining traffic flow density, so to reduce the theoretical accident occurrence rate
（Sun, 2006）.

The research adopts the channel’s vessel speed record values in 2013 provided by the
Dalian Marine Safety Administration VTS Center to analyze Laotieshan Channel’s
vessel speed distribution, thus the vessel speed distribution pattern of the channel in
2013 was obtained. In 2013, the westbound vessels’ general average speed was 11.9kn,
and the eastbound vessels’ general average speed was 11.4kn. Looking at the vessel
speed distribution pattern, vessel speed followed normal distribution. The majority of
the vessels were travelling at a speed close to the average, as shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 The Channel’s Eastbound and Westbound Vessel Speed Distribution in
2013
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The figure above shows that in 2013 vessel speed was mainly between 10kn to 13kn.
Vessels that were travelling eastwards and westwards had certain speed differences,
which was mainly because bulk carriers traveled eastwards were mostly heavily
loaded, and the ones that traveled westwards were mostly empty. So, eastbound
vessels were slow, and westbound ones were relatively faster.

2.2.3

Laotieshan Channel vessel passing volume analysis

When the width of a channel and ship’s average speed is constant, the higher the
traffic flow, density and congestion was, the higher danger level was (Wu, 2004). The
statistical analysis of Laotieshan Channel passing volume recorded in 2013 showed
that 76,253 vessels went pass the channel in 2013. 38,321 were travelling eastwards
and 37,932 were travelling westwards. Monthly average passing volume was 6,354
and daily volume was 209, among which, eastbound monthly average passing volume
was 3,193, daily volume was 105. Westbound monthly average passing volume was
3,161, daily volume was 104. Figure 2. 6 shows the monthly passing volume chart.

Figure 2.6

Vessel Monthly Passing Volume in 2013

The figure above shows that the monthly vessel flow distribution was not very
balanced. February and July were relatively low, whereas, vessel flow in May and
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June reached its maximum. From August to November, it maintained stable at a
higher place, while the other months basically kept at a lower place.

Vessels’ monthly passing volume cannot reflect the flow of each hour in a day.
Therefore, statistical analysis on the channel’s hourly vessel flow can tell us the
hourly changing pattern of the vessel passing volume in the channel. And statistically
analyze the hourly flow to calculate the number of eastbound and westbound vessels.

As shown in Figure 2.7, the average of the westbound vessels passing the channel
each hour fluctuated between 4 and 5. From 3am to 8am, it showed a dropping trend,
and it gradually increased. Around midnight, the number reached its peak. However,
generally there is no obvious peak or low. This trend reflects that westbound vessels
came from a lot of ports outside of Bohai Bay. The times vessels reached Laotieshan
area were evenly distributed without much fluctuation.

Figure 2.7

Westbound Vessel Average Hourly Passing Volume in 2013

The eastbound vessel flow shows some differences during the day. The lowest value
of the passing volume was between 13:00 and 16:00 every afternoon, which was
under 4 vessels. And the number started to climb at 17:00, and reached a peak at
around 21:00, close to 6 vessels. The count maintained high, and started to drop at
6am the next day. Until around noon, it reached its lowest value. Such passing volume
changes reflect that vessel evacuation at the ports inside the Bohai area had certain
11

fluctuation, which caused vessels arriving at the Laotieshan Channel to fluctuate to a
certain extend too, as shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8 Eastbound Vessel Average Hourly Passing Volume in 2013

Laotieshan Channel is the only way to ports within Bohai Rim for large ships (Liu,
2008,pp.2-6). We used AIS trace flow analysis software to analyze the channel’s large
vessel flow. Monthly passing volume of ultra large vessels longer than 300m and
large vessels longer than 200m is shown in Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9 Monthly Large Vessel Flow in Laotieshan Channel in 2013
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The number of large vessels longer than 200m was about 1000 each month. And the
number of ultra large vessels longer than 300m each month was one tenth of the 200m
vessels’, which was about 100. From the analysis of Figure 2-.10, it indicated that the
number of ultra large vessels longer than 300m was relatively stable, which indicates
that there were not many berths for similar large vessels in Bohai Bay waters. It was
basically the same vessels travelling back and forth each month.

According to incomplete statistics, about 100,000 fishing boats are working in
Laotieshan and its nearby waters each year.

2.2.4 Influences of the Port Development to the Traffic Flow
With the increase of hinterland economy and development of coastal port construction,
more

attentions

have

been

paid

to

the

traffic

capacity

of

waterway

(Liu,2002,pp.116-118).Currently, destination ports of vessels entering Bohai Bay
waters are mainly Qinhuangdao Port, Tianjin Port, Bayuquan Port and Jingtang Port,
etc. With the destination port flow research statistics, the 2013 channel destination
port distribution chart was obtained (Figure 2.10).

7%

5%

4%

3% 2% 1%
26%

10%
23%

17%

Qinhuan
gdao
Tianjin
Bayuqua
n
Jingtan
g

Figure 2.10 Destination Port Distribution Chart of Vessels Passing the Channel in
2013

It can be seen from figure 2.15 that Qinhuangdao Port and Tianjin Port were the two
largest destination ports, taking up 26% and 23% of the total passing volume
respectively. Bayuquan Port took up 17%, standing at the third place. And then it was
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Jingtang Port, taking up 10%, Jinzhou Port took up 7% and Caofeidian Port took up
5%. B to the analysis of the track distribution chart above, combined with the data
analysis of the passing volume, Tianjin Port, Qianhuangdao Port and Bayuquan Port
were the three biggest destination ports, taking up 66% of the total vessel flow.
Therefore, having a systematic analysis of the routes towards these three ports will
basically cover the features of most of the vessel routes. At the same time, vessels that
were travelling to Jinzhou Port, Huludao Port and Yingkou Port have the same route
as the vessels travelling to Bayuquan Port. Vessels travelling to Suizhong Port and
vessels that were travelling to Qinhuangdao Port have the same route. Vessels that
were travelling to Jingtang Port and Caofeidian Port have the same route as vessels
that were travelling to Tianjin Port. As a result, the conclusion of the analysis of
vessels’ routes towards these three areas is that they covered 90% of the vessels.
(1) Route from Laotieshan to Tianjin and Caofeidian
Vessels enter Laoteishan entrance way point (WP)0 (38°31.0′N，121°42.0′E), travel
true course at 300° of a 11.8n mile voyage to Laotieshan exit WP1 (38°37.3′N，
120°55.0′E). Travel true course at 279° of a 75n mile voyage to WP2 turning point
(38°48.5′N，119°20.0′E). Travel true course at 270° of a 26.3 n mile voyage to WP3
turning point (38°48.5′N，118°45.5′E). Travel true course at 279° of a 11.3 n mile
voyage to WP4 (39°50.2′N，118°31.2′E). As shown in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11 Route from Laotieshan to Tianjin and Caofeidian

(2) Route from Laotieshan to Qinhuangdao
Vessels entering Laoteishan entrance WP0 (38°31.0′N，121°42.0′E), travel true course
at 300° of a 11.8n mile voyage to Laotieshan exit WP1 (38°37.3′N，120°55.0′E).
Travel true course at 315° of a 32n mile voyage to WP2 turning point (39°00.0′N，
120°26.0′E). Travel true course at 341° of a 37.1n mile voyage to WP3 turning point
(39°35.0′N，120°10.0′E). Travel true course at 312° of a 24.1n mile voyage to WP4
(39°51.0′N，119°46.5′E). As shown in Figure 2.12.
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Figure 2.12 Route from Laotieshan to Qinhuangdao

(3) Route from Laotieshan to Bayuquan
Vessels entering Laoteishan entrance WP0 (38°31.0′N，121°42.0′E), travel true course
at 300° of a 11.8n mile voyage to Laotieshan exit W1 (38°37.3′N，120°55.0′E). Travel
true course at 320° of a 12.4n mile voyage to WP2 turning point (38°47.0′N，
120°45.0′E). Travel true course at 015° of a 44.5n mile voyage to WP3 turning point
(39°30.0′N，121°00.0′E). Travel true course at 032° of a 44n mile voyage to WP4
(40°07.5′N，121°30.0′E). Travel true course at 057° of a 13.7n mile voyage to W5
(40°15.0′N，121°45.0′E). Liaodong Shallow is off the coast of Pulandian Bay. The
route goes pass the very east of the Shallow. Turn 32° at 2′ west of the Changxing
Beach. Along the route, the water is about 30m deep, and the water is about 20m deep
close to Bayuquanas shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 Route from Laotieshan to Bayuquan

Vessel traffic flow passing the Laotieshan Channel is directly affected by the Bohai
Bay Economic Zone and its hinterland’s economic development. Judging from the
development of the world and the whole country’s economy and the shipping industry,
in the future 10 to 20 years, all ports along Bohai Bay will have fast throughput
growth. Given the close connection between Laotieshan Channel’s vessel traffic flow
growth and Bohai Bay ports’ construction and economic development, with the
analysis of all destination ports and their route planning, as well as the collection and
organization of Bohai area’s major port construction and development planning
materials, one can have a better understanding of the Laotieshan Channel traffic flow
development trend.
(1) Tianjin Port
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Tianjin Port is at the junction of the Jing-Jin City Belt (Beijing-Tianjin) and the Bohai
Bay Economic Zone, the sea entrance for our capital Beijing, an important overseas
trading port in northern China, and a link connecting Northeast Asia and Middle-West
Asia. Currently, about 70% of the whole bay’s cargo throughput and over 50% of the
value of imports and exports come from various provinces and regions outside of
Tianjin. Tianjin Port services are sound, and its regional radiation and driving force
are strong. It has three Eurasian continental bridges passing through, which make it
the port with the largest transport volume with international continental bridges. The
built Tianjin International Trading and Shipping Service Center is currently the largest
“one-stop” shipping service center and electronic port in the country (Tianjin Port).

Tianjin Port’s throughput broke through 300 million tons in 2007, and 400 million
tons in 2010. Container throughput broke through 10 million containers of
twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU), placing the port into the list of world-class ports.
In 2013, Tianjin Port accomplished 500 million ton cargo throughput which made it
rank forth in the world, and 13,010,200 standard containers, ranking 10 in the world
(Askci 2014). It is estimated that by 2015, Tianjin Port’s cargo throughput will reach
560 million ton, and 18 million standard containers. Port grade will reach 300,000ton,
making the port a container hub port towards northeast Asia, radiating towards
Middle-West Asia （Finance, 2012）, and the largest bulk backbone port and
comprehensive port in northern China. In 2013, about 18,000 vessels that were going
in and out Tianjin Port through Laotieshan Channel, taking 23% of the Channel’s
overall vessel flow.

(2) Qinhuangdao Port
Qinhuangdao Port is a comprehensive international trading port specializes in energy
transport, and the biggest coal output port and bulk cargo port in the world.
Qinhuangdao Port enjoys excellent natural conditions. The port is wide, and water is
deep. It does not freeze, and there is no sludge. It has 12.2km dock coastline in total,
divided into the east and the west port zones. The port now has 47 production berths,
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can unload up to 150,000ton vessels. The designed annual passing ability is 223
million ton. In 2006, cargo throughput broke through 200 million ton. The whole port
accomplished 245 million ton throughput in 2007, making it the first 200 million ton
coal output port in the world. In 2013, it accomplished 273 million ton throughput.
According to port planning, it will reach 430 million ton by 2015. Vessels that were
going in and out of Qinhuangdao Port through Laotieshan Channel in 2013 were
about 18,900, taking up 26% of the Channel’s total vessel flow.

(3) Yingkou Port
Yingkou Port locates in the Liaoning Coastal Economic Zone and Shenyang
Economic Zone, is the closest seaport to northeast China and east Inner Mongolia. It
now governs four port areas that are Yingkou, Bayuquan, Xianrendao and Panjin.
There are in total 78 production berths, among which 1 is a 200,000ton berth, and 2
are 300,000ton berths. There are special docks for 10 types of cargos, including
containers, steel, ore, automobiles, crude oil, product oil, liquid chemicals, grain,
large equipment, coal and general cargo. The container dock can park the fifth
generation container ships. The ore and crude oil docks are 300 million ton large
deep-water berths. The large equipment dock’s lifting ability reaches the maximum
350ton for domestic docks currently. And it is possible to unload and assemble large
equipment on the dock. Yingkou Port’s grain and non-ore loading and unloading
volume now ranks first in the country. Ore, steel, coal and domestic trading container
transport volume is No. 1 in the Northeast. Port throughput in 2007 had already
exceeded 100 million ton, making the port the tenth 100 million ton seaport in
mainland China. After exceeding 200 million ton in 2010, port throughput was over
330 million ton in 2013. Container throughput was over 4 million standard containers,
making the port one of the fastest developing Chinese coastal ports. It is estimated
that in 2020 and 2030, the total throughput will reach 400 million ton and 560 million
ton respectively（Yingkou, 2014）. Vessels that were going in and out of Yingkou Port
through Laotieshan Channel in 2010 were about 14,400, taking up 20% of the
Channel’s total vessel flow.
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Jinzhou Port is the only fully open international commercial port on the 400km
coastline in northwest China Bohai Sea, a key developing north regional hub port in
Liaoning Province. It now runs 16 berths, including 250,000ton oil berths, 70,000ton
bulk cargo berths and 50,000ton container berths. The designed annual throughput is
35 million ton. In 2013, Jinzhou Port’s cargo throughput broke through 85 million ton，
hitting its historical high （Liaoning 2014）. It is estimated that in 2020 and 2030, the
total throughput will reach 150 million ton and 180 million ton respectively. Vessels
that were going in and out of Jinzhou Port through Laotieshan Channel in 2010 were
about 5,000, taking up 7% of the Channel’s total vessel flow.

(5) Jingtang Port
Tangshan Port Jingtan Port Zone is an important coastal port in our country jointly
invested and constructed by Tangshan City and Beijing. Currently, Jingtang Port has
built 31 15,000~100,000ton berths for bulk cargo, sundry cargo, multifunction,
containers, coal, cement, sodium carbonate and LPG, etc. The designed passing
ability is 7,380,000ton and 200,000 standard containers. 100,000ton routes have been
built, and can contain 10000ton vessels to travel in one direction, and 50000ton and
under vessels to travel in two directions. The port also has various piling yard
covering about 3,000,000m2, and is equipped with all kinds of warehouses, railways,
navigation guidance and supporting facilities. Jingtang Port Zone plays an important
role in our country’s coal, ore, iron and steel cargo transport, is one of the seven ports
that “transports coal from north to south”. In 2008, port cargo throughput reached
76,450,000ton, grew 69% compared to the previous year. Port cargo throughput
reached 201,020,000ton in 2013, grew 18.2% compared to the previous year. Vessels
that were going in and out of Jingtang Port through Laotieshan Channel in 2013 were
about 7300, taking up 10% of the Channel’s total vessel flow.

(6) Huludao Port
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Huludao Port is a new port in west Liaoning Province. In 2010, Huludao Port’s cargo
throughput of the whole year was 21,290,000ton, which was 2.5 times of the number
in 2009, creating the highest record in the history. Cargos delivered here are mainly
oil products and coal, among which 8,590,000ton oil products were delivered, taking
up 40% of the total throughput. 120 million Yuan was invested in port construction in
2010. 90 million Yuan was invested in Liutiaogou Port area to build 3 new berths.
Now the port has 7 berths, and throughput ability can reach 20 million ton. 30 million
Yuan was invested in Suizhong Port area. The early stage of the project and the dock
weir project are going on smoothly. In the coming 5 years, it is planned to add 31
more new berths, which will add 110 million ton to the annual throughput. It is
estimated that in 2020 and 2030, the total throughput will reach 50 million ton and 70
million ton respectively. Vessels that were going in and out of Huludao Port through
Laotieshan Channel in 2013 were about 750, taking up 1% of the Channel’s total
vessel flow.

(7) Huanghua Port
As the third energy output port among all the ports in China, Huanghua Port is the
second biggest passage towards the ocean for transporting coal from west to east in
the country. Throughput in 2008 was 82,560,000ton. Cargo throughput in 2011 broke
through 100 million ton, reaching 171 million ton (Hebei News 2014). It is estimated
that in 2015 and 2020, the Huanghua Port’s cargo throughput will reach 280 million
ton and 550 million ton respectively. Vessels that were going in and out of Huanghua
Port through Laotieshan Channel in 2010 were about 1,500, taking up 2% of the
Channel’s total vessel flow.

(8) Dalian Port
Dalian Port is the largest trading port in the Northwest. Its influences on Laotieshan
Channel’s vessel transport are mainly shown as the transit transport, passenger vessels
and roll-on roll-off vessel transport between itself and other ports in Bohai Bay. In
terms of transit transport, Dalian Port has already developed 4 vessel operation routes
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in the public branches in Bohai Bay, going between Tianjin, Qinhuangdao, Yantai,
Longkou, Yingkou, Jinzhou, Weihai and other major ports in Bohai Bay. Transit
transport has become an important pulling force for Dalian Port’s container
development. Currently, 61 external trading routes are open, and 9 domestic trading
routes. Number of monthly freight is 300. In 2013, Dalian Port’s accumulative cargo
throughput reached 333.4 million ton, grew 10.1% compared to the previous year.
Container throughput was 9912,000 TEU, grew 23.8% compared to the previous year
(PDA 2014). It is estimated that in 2020 and 2030, the total throughput will reach 600
million ton and 770 million ton respectively. Vessels that were going in and out of
Dalian Port through Laotieshan Channel in 2013 were about 3100, taking up 4% of
the Channel’s total vessel flow.

As Laotieshan Channel’s major port throughput keep growing, in the coming 5~15
years, the number of vessels going in and out various ports in Bohai Bay through
Laotieshan Channel will increase significantly, and vessel type distribution tends to
get bigger. Waters needed for single ship safety sailing will get bigger too. Therefore,
the whole vessel transport danger level will get higher.

2.3 Analysis of Marine Accidents Happened in Laotieshan Channel
Laotieshan Channel has always been one of the dangerous areas that have many
accidents in coastal China. By researching and analyzing vessel traffic accidents, we
can better understand and grasp the area’s traffic safety situation, thus providing basic
methods to avoid and reduce vessel traffic accidents.

As Laotieshan Channel’s vessel navigation is highly dense, and vessel flow direction
is complicated, as a result, encountering rate is quite high. And the waters have strong
wind, high waves, rapid currents and thick fog, thus the area is prone to have sea
collision accidents. According to Liaoning Maritime Safety Administration’s accident
records, in the 5 years between 2009 and 2013, 6 vessel traffic accidents happened on
Laotieshan Channel waters, 2 people were dead and 4 went missing, causing direct
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economic losses of over 100 million Yuan. It not only brought huge losses to people’s
lives and properties, but also severely threatened the marine ecological environment.

2.3.1 Types of Marine Accidents
Accident causes can be analyzed and judged according to accident types. The research
statistics of the sea traffic accidents include 7 water traffic accidents in total happened
on Laotieshan Channel and its nearby sea area between 2009 and 2013, among which,
6 of them were collisions, 1 was containers falling into the water. Therefore, collisions
are the major cause affecting Laotieshan Channel’s vessel travel safety. The
precondition of collision is vessel encounter on the sea. If vessel encounters are
avoided or reduced, Laotieshan Channel vessel travel safety will improve.

2.3.2 Time Distribution of Marine Accident Occurrence
There were 7 graded marine accidents in total in Laotieshan Channel and its
approaches. Annual occurrence distribution is shown in table 2.1.
Year

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

0

3

2

2

0

Number of
Accidents
Table 2.1 Statistics of Laotieshan Channel Accidents from 2009 to 2013

Specific times of these 7 accidents were: around 2358 on May 8, 2010. Around 0408
on September 16, 2010. 23:30 on June 16, 2010. 2353 on May 9, 2011. Around 0310
on November 30, 2011 (containers fallen in to the water). Around 2342 on August 25,
2012. Around 0505 on August 31, 2012. Figure 2.14 is the monthly distribution of the
accidents in these 5 years.
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Number of Accident
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Figure 2.14 Monthly Statistics of the Channel Traffic Accident Occurrence
2009~2013

It can be seen from Figure 2.19 that traffic accidents happened in Laotieshan Channel
in these 5 years were concentrated between May and September, which were in
summers and autumns. And the specific times of the accidents were mostly between
midnight and early morning. According to sailing records, Laotieshan Channel was
foggy throughout the year, which was mostly between March and August, especially
worse in May and June. In addition, concentration of fishing boats makes navigation
environment of Laotieshan Channel more complicated, which contributes marine
accidents in fog (Liu, 2002, pp.116-118). From the accident statistics of Laotieshan
Channel between 2009 and 2013, it can be seen that 6 of the collisions happened
between May and September, which were also the busiest navigation period for
Laotieshan Channel in a year. Moreover, midnight to early morning was the peak time
in one day. Vessels in the Channel were dense and crowded. Especially navigation
visibility during nights was poor because there would often be thick fog on the sea. It
was also the time when people on duty got tired easily. As a result, it was likely to
have collisions. The other accident of container falling into water happened at the end
of November, when strong north wind was prevailing. According to investigations,
the main cause of the accident was the containers were not bound well.
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2.3.3 Geological Distribution of Marine Accident Occurrence
Analyzing the geological location distribution features of accidents occurrence,
accident frequent waters can be determined, so to propose targeted improvement
suggestions and to reinforce

maritime administration.

According to the accident occurrence locations on Laotieshan Channel and its nearby
sea area between 2009 and 2013, Figure 2.15 can be used to show their geological
distribution.

Figure 2.15 Geological Distribution of the Laotieshan Channel Marine Accidents
between 2009 and 2013

Laotieshan Channel accident locations (red stars) in the figure, tell us

that accidents

in this sea area mostly happened at the entrance and exit of Laotieshan Channel.
Especially when vessels were travelling westwards to enter the navigation division
and the precautionary area, many groups of complicated traffic flows joined, thus
traffic flow got complicated and vessels got denser. 5 accidents happened here. These
accidents also reflect from the side that due to the two military restricted areas set up
on two sides of the Laoteishan Channel sea area, the waters sailable width became
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narrow, thus vessel traffic was quite dense, and vessel encountering rate increased,
causing accidents easily.

2.3.4

Fishing boat operation’s influences on Laotieshan Channel navigation

Laotieshan waters are at the junction of Huanhai Sea and Bohai Sea. Marine fishery
resources are rich and the fishing industry is developed. As a result, commercial
vessels and fishing boats are mixed in this area. Most fishing boats did not follow the
sailing rules. They randomly defined their operation areas, and ignored the restrict
access rule for the military restricted zones and the routing system separation belt, as
shown in Figure 2.16. Therefore, collision with fishing boats often happened, which
brought major hidden danger to Laotieshan Channel safety.

Figure 2.16 Laotieshan Channel Fishing Boat (White Circles) Working Distribution
Chart on September 11, 2013

According to Maritime Safety Administration’s statistics, 2 major fishing boat
accidents happened on Laotieshan Channel in 2010: on May 8, Chinese bulk cargo
vessel “Changchang 1” was travelling empty from Shanghai Port to Qinhuangdao
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Port. At the entrance of the westbound navigation division of Laotieshan Channel
(approx. 38°32.0′N，121°05.3′E), it collided into a wooden fishing boat “Liao Hu Yu
33146”. The fishing boat sank, 4 of the 9 crew members went missing, 2 died.
Another accident happened on June 16. “Liao Wa Yu 75047” broke down at the
waters near (38°36′N，120°47′E) due to engine failure. It was hit by a Korean cargo
vessel and sank. The whole crew, 9 people went missing. According to statistics,
among the 18 dangerous cases since 2005, 8 involved fishing boat. 5 of the 7 missing
or sank vessels were fishing boats.

In addition, by comparing and analyzing the quantity of dangerous cases involving
commercial vessels and fishing boats, it was found that: the number of commercial
vessels that hit fishing boats was the same as the one of commercial vessel collisions.
Thus it can be seen that fishing boats sailing on Laotieshan Channel posed quite a
threat on commercial vessels sailing safely.

From the collision results (as seen in figure 2.17), it can be seen that fishing boats’
loss rate was much high than commercial vessels’. Among the sunk or missing vessels,
fishing boats took up 71% and commercial vessels only 29%. Because fishing boats’
tonnage and strength were not proportional to the commercial vessels, fishing boats
were apt to have major personal injuries and boat damages in collisions.

Sunk or Missing Merchant Ship and Fishing
Boat Distribution Chart

29%
Merchant Ship
Fishing Boat

71%
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Figure 2.17 Sunk or Missing Merchant Ship and Fishing Boat Quantity Distribution
Chart

After analyzing the reasons of accidents that involved fishing boats, apart from human
factors, there were also some objective and habit reasons. For example, fishing boats
liked to risk themselves to overtake big boats and sail in fog. When they were sailing
out or returning, there was often no one in the driving chamber, or they didn’t arrange
any suitable people to be on duty. Signal lights and signal type display were not
regulated. They also had a habit of switching on the strong deck light when they were
sailing, and so on. These bad sailing habits formed after so many years that are
difficult to change. Moreover, fishing boats’ overall conditions are quite poor. A lot of
them are wooden boats. Power is between 40 and 400 horsepower. The length of the
boats is usually between 20m and 50m. Sailing speed is about 8~12kn. Operation
performance is poor. Communication, navigation, lifesaving and other equipment are
quite poor too. In addition, some commercial vessels were not familiar with fishing
boats’ sailing and working behaviors, causing them lack of due preparations for
collision danger and corresponding measures. Fishing boats are small, and some
wooden fishing boats do not show clearly on vessel radars. As a result, when visibility
was low, it was difficult for commercial vessels to have effective observation on them.
Also, fishing boats were not equipped with radar equipment. It was often impossible
to see commercial vessels only with eyes. Therefore, it was likely to have dangerous
incidents like collisions.

The analysis of Laotishan waters’ vessel traffic accidents aboveconcluds that
Laotishan waters’ vessel traffic accidents were affected by the following factors:
(1) the relatively narrow channel between the two military restricted zones,
causing vessel traffic getting dense and crowded during busy seasons.
(2) Vessel traffic flow junction was complicated at Channel entrance and exit.
(3) Poor weather conditions. Accidents were frequent during seasons when
visibility was poor.
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(4) Fishing boats’ chaotic operation and growth of vessel overtakes, increasing
hidden safety danger. With the new constructions and expansion of ports in Bohai Bay,
jam in the Channel would get even worse, thus theaccident occurrence rate would
definitely climb up.
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Chapter III

Analysis on Navigation Risk Questionnaire in Laotieshan Channel

I conducted a questionnaire survey to understand navigation risk level, potential
reasons that caused these dangers so as to propose reasonable suggestions for
improvement on Laotieshan Channel waters navigation.

3.1 Contents and Targets of Questionnaire
Crewmembers are the users of the Channel; therefore, the research should fully
consider crewmembers’ suggestions. So, we distributed questionnaires, in both
Chinese and English to understand the risks that vessels were facing when they were
sailing on Laotieshan Channel, and the crewmembers’ suggestions about how to
improve channel traffic management. This survey collected 138 effective
questionnaires.

Contents of the survey included the target’s natural state, Laotieshan Channel vessel
traffic state’s influences on vessel sailing safety (including the routes’ vessel traffic
crowdedness, vessel encounters, crossovers, and fishing boats’ influences), channel
geological conditions’ influences on sailing safety (including influences of obstacles
underwater, aquiculture and water depth), influence of weather conditions

on vessel

sailing safety (including influences of current strength, wind strength, visibility and
tides).

The targets of this survey were captains, officers and others. Vessel types include
general cargo vessels, bulk cargo vessels, container vessels and oil tankers, etc. In
terms of the working years of the crewmembers that did the survey, 68% of them had
over 10 years of experience as a crewmember. And 20 of them have over 30 years of
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sailing experience. This provided assurance to accuracy and objectivity of the survey
results. In terms of the age

of the crewmembers who responded

the survey, most

of the crewmembers were older than 30 years, which took up 82% of the total. In
terms of the titles of the crews who received the survey, most of them were captains,
which took up 45%. Chief officers, second officers, third officers and other crew
members took up 17%, 14%, 22% and 2% respectively, including 15 foreign
crewmembers.

3.2 Analysis of Questionnaire Results

3.2.1 Vessel Navigation Risk Level in Laotieshan Channel
While researching and analyzing Laotieshan Channel vessel sailing danger level, the
study divided the waters danger level into five, which are not dangerous, less
dangerous, dangerous, quite dangerous and very dangerous. The crewmembers that
received the survey gave their subjective evaluations towards the sailing danger level
when they were sailing in Laotieshan Channel according to their own sailing
experience. The statistical analysis of the research results showed that 40% of the
crewmembers thought it was dangerous, and 7% thought it was quite dangerous or
very dangerous. Specific results are showed in Figure 3.1.

Distribution Chart of Risk Factors
Evaluated by Seafarers
1%
13%

6%
Not Dangerous
51%

Less Dangerous
Dangerous

29%

Quite Dangerous
Very Dangerous

Figure 3.1 Distribution Chart of Risk Factors Evaluated by Seafarers
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In order to further analyze the dangerous factors that were affecting vessels sailing on
Laotieshan Channel, in the questionnaire, the crewmembers had to rank “hydrologic
conditions”, “vessel crowdedness because the channel is not wide enough”, “people
driving”, “fishing boat operation”, “traffic administration level” and other factors they
would take into consideration, according to the level of their influences. The survey
results show that the top three were “fishing boat operation”, “vessel crowdedness
because the channel is not wide enough” and “people driving” in order. The result
indicates that the crewmembers had quite high requirements towards channel width,
operation fishing boats and the quality of the people driving. It also reflects from the
side that the crewmembers were not very satisfied with these three factors. Therefore,
the survey had further research on vessel density and traffic flow cross encounters’
influences on sailing safety. The survey results are showed in Figure 3.2 and Figure
3.3.

Influence of Traffic Density
to Navigation Safety
35%
29%

30%

27%

27%

25%
20%
15%

13%

10%
4%

5%
0%
No Influence Less Influence

Influence

Big Influence

Very Big
Influence

Figure 3.2 Influence of Traffic Density to Navigation Safety

It can be seen from Figure 3.2 that currently, 87% of the crewmembers thought that
the quite high vessel density posed influences on sailing on the Channel, and 31%
thought it posed quite a few or a lot of influences. Figure 3.3 shows that vessel traffic
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flow crossing and encounters posed quite a few influences on sailing safety, and 33%
thought it posed quite a few or a lot of influences.

Influence of Traffic Flow Crossing
to Navigation Safety
40%

34%

35%

29%

30%
22%

25%
20%
15%

11%

10%
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5%
0%
No Influence Less Influence

Influence

Big Influence

Very Big
Influence

Figure 3.3 Influence of Traffic Flow Crossing to Navigation Safety

According to statistics, a channel widening plan will meet the crews’ realistic
navigation safety demands.

3.2.2 Influences of Geological and Weather Conditions on Navigation Safety
While researching and analyzing influence of geological and weather conditions at
Laotieshan Channel’s on vessel sailing safety, the subject analyzed the survey
contents in terms of some major factors, which are the routes’ obstacles underwater,
visibility and ocean current. Specific analysis results are as below:
(1) In the geological condition questionnaire, we had a survey of the influences of
obstacles underwater, aquiculture and water depth on sailing. The results show that
aquiculture and water depth did not affect navigation so much currently in Laotieshan
Channel. In terms of obstacles underwater, 65% of the crewmembers thought they
affected a little bit or did not affect at all. It can be seen that Laotieshan Channel’s
geological condition generally did not affect sailing safety much.
(2) In the hydrologic conditions questionnaire, we had a survey of the influences
of current strength, strong wind, visibility and tides on sailing. The results show that
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tides did not affect navigation so much currently in Laotieshan Channel, whereas
strong wind, visibility and current strength were the major factors affecting the
Channel’s sailing safety in the survey.

In the hydrologic conditions questionnaire, we had a survey of the influences of
current strength, strong wind, visibility and tides on sailing. The results show that
tides did not affect navigation so much currently in Laotieshan Channel, whereas
strong wind, visibility and current strength were the major factors affecting the
Channel’s sailing safety in the survey.

Influence of Wind to Navigation Safety
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
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22%

21%

6%

5%

No Influence Less Influence

Influence

Big Influence

Very Big
Influence

Figure 3.4 Influence of Wind to Navigation Safety

Figure 3-5 is the survey results of visibility’s influence on vessel sailing safety in the
Laotieshan waters.

The results of the survey indicates that over 95% of the

crewmembers thought that strong wind affected vessel sailing safety, among which 47%
of the crews thought it affected quite a lot or very much. The results show that
visibility was an important factor affecting Laotieshan Channel vessel sailing safety.
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Influence of Visibility to Navigation Safety
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Figure 3.5 Influence of Visibility to Navigation Safety

In addition, Figure 3-6 shows that current strength had certain influences on vessel
sailing safety in the Channel. The survey results show that over 81% of the
crewmembers thought that strong wind affected vessel sailing safety, among which 10%
of the crewmembers thought it affected quite a lot or very much.

Influence of Current to Navigation Safety
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Figure 3.6 Influence of Current to Navigation Safety

3.2.3 Analysis of the Speed Limit Regulation in Laotieshan Channel
Since Laotieshan Channel’s SRS was implemented, navigation order greatly improved,
and most of the vessels were able to sail following the lane navigation system rules, in
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their own lanes in great order. The lane navigation system reduced encountering rate
in the sailing section to zero, and speed-reducing rate dropped significantly. However,
the actual research showed that near route crossings (e.g. the precautionary area),
encountering rate and delay time didn't change much. It indicates that the lane
navigation system plan didn’t solve the vessel encounter issue at joining areas where
all major traffic flows. Encounter situation of traffic flow from Qinhuangdao and
Tianjin going north and traffic flow from Bayuquan and Jinzhou going south in the
precautionary area didn't change much compared to before the lane navigation system
was implemented. These two traffic flows crossed and joined at a huge angle. If there
were many vessels passing through the precautionary area at the same time, there
would be a lot of vessel crossing and encounters, which would pose potential danger
to sailing safety. To solve this issue, Liaoning Maritime Safety Administration issued
Laotieshan Channel Ship Routing System Implementation Rules in April 2011,
requiring vessels must not travel faster than 16kn in the Channel, and 10kn in the
precautionary area. There was basically no overtake (the reason for overtakes between
old and new vessels was because some old vessels’ fastest sailing speed was under
16kn). The Rules were implemented, and vessel overtake occurrence rate dropped in
both the Channel and the precautionary area. Therefore, it reduced vessel collisions
caused by overtakes, as well as the collision rate of vessel encounters. And as a result,
it theoretically reduced losses caused by vessel collisions. However, economic profit
losses increased. Before there was any speed limit, about 230 vessels in average
travelled through Laotieshan Channel. After the speed limits were enforced, the daily
average traffic was about 200. Changing the Channel’s traffic artificially like this had
some effect on safety, but it delayed shipping periods to a certain extend, which
brought economic benefit losses to vessel companies, and affected economic
development. On the other hand, the Channel became more crowded; especially
density and encounters in the precautionary area became worse. In addition, the
vessels’ rudder effect was reduced, which made operation performance get poorer, and
brought hidden safety hazards to the vessels themselves. It could be judged from the
vessel operation performance that the slower the speed was, the lower the rudder
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effect was. Moreover, there were also vessels sailing away from the precautionary
area, causing hidden safety hazards. As a result, the rules that are being enforced now
are only improvement methods based on the current route conditions. If one wants to
solve the issues from the root, he should consider expanding the Channel. The results
of the survey also indicate that currently, about 13% of the crewmembers are against
the speed limit regulation forthe Laotieshan Channel. Even though, 100% of the
crewmembers that participated in the survey indicated that they had been following
the Marine Department’s speed limit regulation. 96% of the crewmembers that
received the survey sailed at 8~12kn in the Channel with an average speed of 10.5kn.
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Chapter IV Potential Navigation Risks Assessment

Given Laotieshan Channel’s complicated navigation environment, using pure
theoretical methods still had a huge difference with the crewmembers’ actual feeling.
Therefore, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method was introduced to calculate and
assess Laotieshan Channel’s sailing risks. Learning from the usually adopted channel
sailing risk analysis factors of relevant domestic and foreign achievements, combined
with Laotieshan Channel’s actual navigation environment and the crewmembers’
actual survey results, visibility, wind, current, course width, route crossing and traffic
volume were the indexes for assessing Laotieshan Channel’s danger level. And they
were used fro the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation on Laoteishan Channel’s sailing
dangerousness.

4.1 Determination of Navigation Risk Assessment Indexes
(1) Visibility
Poor visibility is an important factor among the hydrologic conditions that threaten
vessel safety. It greatly affects vessel traffic safety and traffic efficiency. Research has
shown that traffic danger level and visible distance are in inverse proportion.
According to the international fog scale, if the visible distance is shorter than 4000m,
it is considered as poor visibility. According to the scale standards of our country’s
vessel traffic administration system, the categories adopted are shown in Table 4.1.
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Risk Level

Lower

Low

Average

High

Higher

<10

10~20

20~30

30~40

>40

<30

30~60

60~100

100~150

>150

Current (kn)

<0.5

0.5~2.0

2.0~5.0

5.0~7.0

>7.0

Course width

<0.3

0.3~0.5

0.5~0.8

0.8~1.0

>1.0

Crossing Angle

<20

20~45

45～60

60~70

>70

<10

10~30

30~50

50~70

>70

Days

with

poor

visibility/Year
Days with standard
wind/Year

Traffic

Volume

(vessel/day)

Table 4.1 Each Evaluation Index’s Danger Evaluation Standard

(2) Wind
Wind has especially large effect on vessel sailing safety. Strong wind and typhoon
will cause route deviation, stranding, anchor dragging and other dangers. Therefore,
wind is an accepted important factor for assessing navigation environment safety.
While considering wind’s influence on vessel sailing safety, take scale 6 as the
standard wind, and convert other scales to the standard wind. Using the average days
with the standard wind in a year as the evaluation index to reflect the waters
environment’s danger level. See Table 4.1.
Conversion method: annual average standard days = (scale 6-7) annual average windy
days + 1.5 × (above scale 8) annual average windy days (Ma, 1998,PP.15-18)

(3) Current
It mainly refers to the influences on vessel movement and operation performance. Use
two evaluation indexes, which are speed and direction to assess the current. Speed
adopts the maximum speed in the Channel, and direction adopts the crossing angle
between the direction and the route. In a research, the maximum speed is usually used
as the evaluation standard. See Table 4.1.
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(4) Channel width
The width of channel will directly affect the chance of vessel encountering, thus
affecting vessel collision rate in the channel. Channel administration and shipping
departments have different allowed standards for channel width. The article adopted
the ratio between the average vessel length and channel width to assess

the relation

between channel width and risk level (Ma, 1998, pp.15-18). See Table 4.1.

(5) Route Intersections
At the area of route intersections, due to traffic flow crossing or joining, number of
vessel encounters will increase, and vessel density will rise. It is prone to have
close-quarter situations, and cause collisions and stranding. The index that reflects
course crossing risk level is the number of crossing points and crossing angles. After
referring to relevant information, the article adopted the maximum course-crossing
angle as the evaluation index. See Table 4.1.

(6) Vessel traffic volume
Traffic volume is the number of all the vessels passing the waters at a certain location,
in a unit time in a single course. Its value directly reflects that the scale of a water’s
vessel traffic, and its business, and it also reflects the crowdedness and risk level of
the waters’ vessel traffic to a certain extend, which quite intuitively showed the waters’
vessel sailing danger state. After referring to relevant references, vessel traffic volume
was divided into scales in terms of risk level as seen in Table 5.1.

In addition, course curviness is also an important index for danger level evaluation.
However, this factor was not taken into consideration due to Laotieshan Channel’s
straight,

4.2

Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation on Navigation Risk in Laotieshan

Channel
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4.2.1

Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation

While assessing Laotieshan Channel’s sailing environment danger level, we used
fuzzy Maths’ fuzzy transformation and the maximum membership degree principle to
give it a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation (Zhang, 1996, pp.67-68).

Set U  {u1 , u2 ,un } as n factors, and

V  {v1 , v2 ,vm } as m

evaluation grades. Because each factor has different influences on the general
evaluation, the evaluation grades are different too. Meanwhile, the m evaluation
grades are not absolutely positive or negative, thus can be seen as V ’s fuzzy subset,
b
namely a grade fuzzy subset: B  {b1 , b2 ,bm } F (V ) . j reflects the

evaluation grade

vj

’s position in the comprehensive evaluation (namely

vj

j
’s

membership degree to fuzzy set B ). Comprehensive evaluation B relies on the
influences of all the factors on the general evaluation. It can be seen as U ’s fuzzy
a
u
subset: A  {a1 , a2 ,an } F (U ) . Here, j is the measurement of factor j ’s

influence on the general evaluation. It also represents

uj

’s assessing ability

according to a single factor to a certain extend. A is U ’s factor importance degree
fuzzy subset.

uj

is a factor’s importance degree coefficient.

Preset factor fuzzy subset

A . If one wants to obtain a corresponding comprehensive

evaluation B , he has to build a fuzzy transformation T from U to V . If each
factor ui makes an evaluation grade

f (ui )  F (V ) independently, a fuzzy

mapping from U to V will be achieved. In can induce a fuzzy liner transformation
Tf

T
from U to V . And use f as the mathematical model from the factor fuzzy

subset

A

to a comprehensive evaluation. So, comprehensive evaluation’s

mathematical model involves three factors: factor set U  {u1 , u2 ,un } ,
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evaluation set

V  {v1 , v2 ,vm } and single factor evaluation f : U  F (V ) ,

ui  f (ui )  (ri1 , ri 2 , rim )  F (V ) .
f can guide fuzzy relation R f  F (U  V ) , R(ui , v j )  f (ui )(vi )  rij , and R f can

F  unm . Fuzzy relation R can induce a

be expressed by the fuzzy matrix
fuzzy transformation
evaluation

Tf

from U to V . And then it can obtain the comprehensive

B  A  R  F (V ) of the factor subset A  {a1 , a2 ,an } . As a result,

(U ,V , R) form a comprehensive evaluation model. Fuzzy relation R can be seen as
a convertor obtained from the factor set U to an evaluation grade. By inputting each
fuzzy vector

A,

a corresponding comprehensive evaluation result B will be

output.

4.2.2

Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation of Navigation Risk Level

(1) Factor set determination
According to all the factors affecting vessel sailing safety given above, a danger level
evaluation index system was built. The determined course water environment danger
level evaluation index factors are: visibility, annual average standard windy days,
current, course width, course crossing and traffic volume. Main factor sets are:

U  {U1 ,U 2 ,U 3}

=

{natural

conditions,

course

factors,

traffic

flow}.

U1  {U11,U12 ,U13} = {visibility, wind, current}. U 2  {U 21,U 22} = {course width,

crossing

angle}.

The

final

factor

set

achieved

from

these

is

U  {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u6 } = {visibility, wind, current, course width, crossing
angle, traffic volume}.

(2) Evaluation set and weight set
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Usually, danger level is divided into five grades: low danger, lower danger, average
danger, greater danger and great danger. Corresponding danger level evaluation set is

V  {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 } = {none, less, dangerous, quite, very dangerous}.

Different indexes have different importance towards the evaluation results, namely
each factor has a different weight value. Learning from the currently general method
of domestic shipping safety evaluation studies, combined with Laotieshan Channel’s
actual navigation situation, the channel’s sailing safety evaluation index weight set
was finally determined as: W (U ) ={natural conditions, course factor, traffic
flow}={0.25,0.32,0.43}. In the second layer, weight of all the factors of natural
conditions are: {visibility, wind, current}={0.50,0.40,0.10}. Weight of all the factors
of course state are: {course width, crossing angle}={0.70,0.30}. The factor weight set
of all the channel environment danger level evaluation indexes can be hence achieved:

A  {a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 } = {0.125,0.100,0.025,0.224,0.096,0.430} , and
 ai 1 .

(3) Membership function determination
The danger level evaluation standard was obtained according to the division of the
five grades of danger level, and the danger level membership function of visibility,
wind, current and other evaluation indexes were defined (refer to relevant references).
Traffic flow membership function is shown as below.

 1
x8
 1
1
u ( x)   x  3 8  x  12
 4
x  12
 0
 0
1
 x2
u 2 ( x)   4
1
 32 1
  x
4 4

x  8 or x  32
8  x  12
12  x  28
28  x  32
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0

32
 1
x

4
u 3 ( x)   4
1
 1
52
 x 
4
 4
 0
48
1
x

4
u 4 ( x)   4
1

1
 18  x
4


x  28 or x  32
28  x  32
32  x  48
48  x  52
x  48 or x  72
48  x  52
52  x  68
68  x  72

 0
x  68
1
5
u ( x)   x  17 68  x  72
4
x  72
 1

(4) Fuzzy relation matrix determination
Assessing all the factors in a factor set is a fuzzy mapping:

f : U  F (V ) .

Therefore, to build a fuzzy matrix, one must carry out single factor evaluation first,
namely to make evaluation

vj

’s membership grade for evaluation factor ui

respectively. Due to there are m evaluation grades, so the i evaluation index ui
has a corresponding membership vector

Ri (ri1 , ri 2 ,, rim ) , i  1,2,, n .

Therefore, the membership vectors of all the factors in a whole factor set form a
membership matrix, namely a fuzzy matrix.

All evaluation index values of the water channel based on the fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation are given in Table 4-2.
Traffic
Visibility

Wind

Current

Width

Cross
volume

Day/year
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Day/year
158

Length/width

Cross

Vessel.

of the vessel

angle

Voyage/day

0.12

46

35

Knot
6.25

44

Table 4-2 All Evaluation Index Values of the Laotieshan Channel

The calculation method of traffic volume is described as the following: The above
calculation result shows that the number of the standard vessels across the water
channel was 209 vessels per day on average in 2013; but in the peak hours, the
number of standard vessels across the water channel was 357 vessels in one day.
According to the navigation channel of 0.67 sea miles in width defined by the model
in the vessel domain, the current water channel of 4.5 sea miles (exclusive of the
isolation belt with 1 sea mile) can be theoretically divided into 4.5/0.67≈6 channels,
then the current average traffic volume is 209/6≈35 vessels per day, and the traffic
volume in peak hours is 357/6≈60 vessels per day.

Substitute the evaluation indexes with different risk levels of the water channel
into the membership functions of the risk levels with corresponding indexes, and
calculate the membership vectors of various evaluation indexes; meanwhile, the
membership vectors of various evaluation indexes constitute the membership matrix
of Laotieshan Channel, namely the fuzzy evaluation matrix.

0
0

0
R
1
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0.25

0.75

0

0

1

0

1
1 
0

0
0

0

(5) Course danger level evaluation
According to the danger level fuzzy evaluation matrix R above, it form a course
water environment danger level fuzzy evaluation model with evaluation factor set

U  {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , u5 , u6 } , and evaluation grade set V  {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5} , namely

(U ,V , R) . Text above has already determined all factors’ weight distribution vector
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A  {0.125,0.100,0.025,0.224,0.096,0.430}

,

so

the

danger

level

comprehensive evaluation result is: B  A  R  (b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 ) .

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
B  {0.125, 0.100,0.025,0.224,0.096,0.430}
0
0
1
0 0.25 0.75

0
1
0

0 1
0 1
1 0

0 0
0 0

0 0

 {0.224,0.024,0.502,0.025,0.225}

According to the maximum membership principle

MAX {bi }  b3 ＝0.502, it shows

that the risk level of the current water channel at ordinary times is subject to

the

general risk level.

According to the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation results above, currently, Laoteishan
Channel’s sailing environment is still dangerous, especially at peak time it is highly
dangerous. Therefore, one must take effective vessel navigation administrative
measures towards the current vessel sailing environment situation in Laotieshan
Channel, so as to reduce the Channel’s sailing danger level to assure Laotieshan
Channel’s vessel traffic safety, order and clearance.
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Chapter V Conclusions

5.1 Conclusion Analysis
It can be seen that whether to analyze Laotieshan Channel’s navigation environment
or traffic accidents, or to analyze with the comprehensive evaluation of potential risks
and survey reports, both showed that currently sailing on Laotieshan Channel is
somewhat dangerous. The article used the course sailing danger level comprehensive
evaluation model to comprehensively assess Laotieshan Channel’s sailing danger
level. And the result was Laotieshan Channel’s sailing environment was highly
dangerous, which provided references to maritime departments to pay more attention
to the Channel’s vessel sailing issues, to take effective measures to manage the vessel
navigation environment, to improve the waters’ navigation conditions, and to assure
that the waters’ vessel traffic is safe, clear and in order. At the same time, it also
proved that the course sailing danger level comprehensive evaluation model is really
an effective method to solve similar problems. It is worth promoting it in the overall
evaluation of sailing danger level in sailing waters.

What needs to be pointed out is that, as vessel quantity and density in the Channel is
increasing year by year, to assure vessel sailing safety, must be more strict on the
speed limit regulation, though obviously, it neither conform with economic
development demands, nor does it conform to modern vessel transport demands.
Furthermore, if it is planned to set up independent courses for vessels that carry
hazardous goods in the future, then the Channel has to be expanded even wider.

5.2 Research Limitations
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Vessel traffic volume of the research came from the AIS vessel sailing track and flow
analysis software of the Maritime Safety Administration of PRC. However, vessels
smaller than 300ton were not included in the statistics. In other words, Laotieshan
Channel’s actual traffic volume was larger than the one that was adopted in the article.

5.3 Suggestions
The analysis above suggests that expanding Laotieshan Channel is the most effective
way to improve the Channel’s navigation safety, and it meets future economic
development demands. Moreover, we should futher emphasize om safety
administration

The first approach is to strengthen publicity and law enforcement. Use various ways
to publicize a lot to make the crewmembers get familiar with Laotieshan Channel’s
navigation environment, plan routes and relevant regulations. At the same time, focus
on rectifying the vessels that are not following the SRS and reporting system,
violating vessel safety sailing administrative rules, going into restricted areas and
having other violating behaviors in Laotieshan Channel. Secondly, greatly promote
informationization construction. By constructing VTS, CCTV and AIS system, have
complete monitoring of the vessels in the governed area. Fully utilize Dalian Marine
Safety Administration Traffic Administration Center’s radar system, VHF
communication system, information process and display system, record/replay system
and weather sensor system for effective management. Last but not the least,
strengthen investigations and management towards fishing boats. Work with the ocean
fishery department to investigate fishery situation in the Laotieshan Channel waters in
details, and grasp fishing boats’ operation area, operation methods, operation season
and other materials, so as to better optimize the Channel’s navigation environment,
and to reduce collisions between commercial vessels and fishing boats.
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Appendix 1
Questionnaire of Laotieshan Channel Navigation Risk
Name of Vessel：
Flag：
Date：

（Ship’s Stamp）

Purpose of Survey：The survey is to investigate on navigation safety, risks that vessels
may have while going through the Laotieshan Channel and to know crew's suggestion
and advice about traffic service and management since we implemented ship's routing
and reporting system and speed limit at the Channel. Your reply will help us looking
into the risk and safety at Laotieshan Channel and provide important information for
our decision on how to improve navigation environment and management. Thanks for
your participation! Looking forward to hearing from your feedback soon.
Water Area Range： Laotieshan Channel and its approaches
Respondents：Captains, officer and others
Sheet 1 Seafarer Status
①Captain□
②Chief Mate□
③Second Mate□
Rank
④Third Mate□
⑤Other□
①U20□
②20-30□
③30-40□
④40-50□
Age
⑤50-60□
⑥Above 60□
①Less than 1 year□
②1-5□
③5-10□
Length of Sea
④10-15□
⑤15-20□
⑥20-25□
⑦25-30□
Service （Years）
⑧More than30□
Length of Serving
①Less than 1 year□
②1-5□
③5-10□
Current Position
④10-15□
⑤15-20□
⑥More than 20 years□
(Years)

Sheet 2 Ship Information
GT
Width

Type
LOA
Average
Channel

Speed

through

Laotieshan
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Max
Speed

Sheet 3 Laotieshan Channel Navigation Risk
Danger
Level

①None□ ②Less□

③Dangerous□ ④Quite□ ⑤Very Dangerous□

① Hydrometeorology ②Congestion □
Elements of Activity ⑤ Channel Management
safe sailing
⑥Others：
Sort By Impact：
General
analyze
Safety
affection

③Sailing Skill

④Fishing Boat

。
。

①Traffic Condition：Density（
），Traffic Crossing（
），Impact from fishing
boat（
）；
of ② Geography: Underwater Obstruction（
），Aquaculture（
），Depth
（
）；③Hydrometeorology：Current（
），Wind（
），Visibility（
），
Tide（
）。
A. No Effect B. A Little
C. Effected D. Great Affection E. Huge

Speed
Limiting
Affection
Attitude to
Speed Limit
necessity to
widen
the
channel
Traffic
Management
Affection
Suggestion
for
traffic
management

①No □ ② A little □
①Support □

③ Effected □ ④ Great Affection□

②Object □

① No □ ② No at present □
Reason：
①No □ ② A little □

③ Necessary □

④Very □
.

③ Effected □ ④ Great Affection□

Suggestion：
.

Looking forward to hearing from your feedback soon.
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